
• In this session, Josephine Smith Head at Kesteven and Sleaford High 
School, an 11-18 school in Lincolnshire, will get together with Pooky to 
explore how promoting oracy can lead to both higher achievement and 
positive attitudes in your students. Josephine will share some simple 
ways you can develop the quality of student talk in your 
setting and make oracy a golden thread that runs through your school. 
This will be a session of sharing what's worked, signposting the 
research and discussing how purposeful talk can be both explicitly 
taught by staff as well as enjoyed by students.



Let's talk about Oracy

How to promote purposeful talk and improve student outcomes and wellbeing in your school setting

Josephine Smith – @josephinessmith  or Josephine.smith@kshs.uk



What do we mean when we use the term Oracy…?

‘The ability to use the 
oral skills of speaking 
and listening’



The Why….?



Three key reasons for a focus on oracy education….

Its impact on:

1. Children's cognitive development and learning in 
school

2. Children's preparation for participation in the wider 
world

3. A deficit in language use, especially for 
disadvantaged children, as a result of the pandemic



1. Children's cognitive development and learning in 
school

Ways of thinking

Ways of talking



Children's cognitive development and learning in school

Ways of talking

‘Language shapes our individual 
thinking and is our prime tool for 
thinking collectively; we do not 
just use language to interact, we 
use it to ‘interthink’’

That is, we share thoughts aloud 
and so influence others whilst 
their words influence us, and new 
shared understanding is the result

Ways of thinking



2. Children's preparation for participation in the 
wider world

Employers commonly report 
that members of their 
workforce, especially those 
engaged in creative activities, 
management and customer-
related roles, need well-
developed skills in spoken 
communication; but they also 
regularly claim that school 
leavers lack those skills



3. A deficit in language use, especially for 
disadvantaged children, as a result of the pandemic

• The All-Party Parliamentary Group on Oracy (APPG) 
has published the final report of its two-year 
“Speak for Change” inquiry into oracy education. 
The work began in 2019, but the inquiry was 
expanded last year to focus on the impact of the 
pandemic.

• The report confirms that Covid-19 has widened the 
language gap for some students.

Download the Oracy APPG Inquiry report here

Download the Oracy APPG Inquiry report Executive 
Summary here

https://oracy.inparliament.uk/sites/oracy.inparliament.uk/files/2021-04/Oracy_APPG_FinalReport_28_04%20%284%29.pdf
https://oracy.inparliament.uk/sites/oracy.inparliament.uk/files/2021-04/Executive%20Summary-Oracy%20APPG%20final%20report.pdf


3. A deficit in language use, especially for 
disadvantaged children, as a result of the pandemic 

Research conducted for the 
inquiry by the Centre for 
Education and Youth(CfEY) 
(Millard et al, 2021) found that 
44 per cent of secondary 
teachers and 66 per cent of 
primary teachers report that 
the pandemic has had a 
detrimental impact on the 
spoken language development 
of their Pupil Premium 
students. 

This is compared to around 20 
per cent of teachers who say 
that the oracy skills of their 
most advantaged pupils have 
been hit.



Oracy after the pandemic: what Ofsted, teachers and young people think about oracy – The Centre for Education and Youth 
(CfEY) in connection with University of Oxford   - March 2021



Young People’s Views on Oracy

A YouGov poll commissioned by EfEY asked young people aged 16 to 25 
their views on oracy in March 2021

‘Young people do not believe oracy is prioritised highly enough by 
schools. Around 7 in 10 young people said their school prioritised 
literacy and numeracy ‘a lot’, but less than a third (32%) of young 
people said their school prioritised oracy ‘a lot’. This stands in sharp 
contrast with the extent to which young people feel schools should 
prioritise oracy. Nearly 8 in 10 (78%) of young people say schools should 
prioritise oracy ‘a lot’. 



Why developing Oracy is 
a win-win for teachers

• Vocab is knowledge 

• Speaking and listening complements progress in 
reading and writing 

• A few simple strategies can be applied to all sorts 
of learning content and subject contexts

• It gets good buy in from students

• Teachers can quickly appreciate what students are 
thinking, discovering, or …not understanding great 
for building relationships identifying 
misconceptions

• All students can be involved

• And it produces next to no marking!!!!



Why developing Oracy is 
a win-win for students

Learning

• It's quicker than writing – students sense themselves 
making more progress in their understanding, more 
quickly

• Young people enjoy learning collectively – learning 
becomes a sociable activity

• Young people are more likely to take learning risk:
spoken language is more transitory than recording their 
errors in a book 

Wellbeing

• Being heard

• Instant pride

• Students mostly enjoy it - don’t see it as ’work’

• Make connections and build relationships



OK… so it’s important but what do you think is needed if 
we are to increase the priority oracy is given in schools?



OK… so it’s important but what do teachers think will 
help increase the priority oracy is given in schools?



The What….?



Oracy Skills: The Cambridge Oracy Framework



The How….?



Teaching explicit Oracy skills

Teacher Modelling
• Comparing and 

contrasting effective and 
non effective speakers

• Role play/modelling
• Use of video clips 

Teachers setting a high 
standard themselves
• Body language

• Gesture 

Implicit and explicit 
modelling of best practice 

• conscious use and 
reference to 

tone/gesture/body 
language

Vocabulary
• signalling key words
• explicitly defining new 

or unfamiliar or more 
complex or specialist 

vocab

Language
Rhetorical Techniques
• Taught explicitly in 

literacy/English lessons 
but explicitly referred to 

in other subjects’ 
lessons

• The oracy equivalent of 
a SPAG marking code

Using speaking and listening 
to deliver subject content 

through
• Group work
• Presentations

• Questioning and 
answering

• Debates
• Discussions

• ‘Walking talking mocks’
• Verbal modelling and 

planning
• Hypothesising
• Summarising

Working with others
Easy in most classrooms

Building confidence
Over time and given the 
tools and strategies to 

be ‘good at talking’
Listening and 
responding

Praising listening as 
much as speaking 

Audience awareness
Providing different ‘safe’ 

audiences to practise 
with



The How….? 

Let’s briefly take 
each of the four 
skills in turn



Physically Model 
productive Talk

Teacher Modelling

• Comparing and contrasting effective 
and non effective speakers

• Role play/modelling

• Use of video clips 

Teachers setting a high standard 
themselves

• Body language

• Gesture 

Implicit and explicit modelling of best 
practice 

• conscious use and reference to 
tone/gesture/body language



Teaching explicit Oracy skills

Teacher Modelling
• Comparing and 

contrasting effective and 
non effective speakers

• Role play/modelling
• Use of video clips 

Teachers setting a high 
standard themselves
• Body language

• Gesture 

Implicit and explicit 
modelling of best practice 

• conscious use and 
reference to 

tone/gesture/body 
language

Vocabulary
• signalling key words
• explicitly defining new 

or unfamiliar or more 
complex or specialist 

vocab

Language
Rhetorical Techniques
• Taught explicitly in 

literacy/English lessons 
but explicitly referred to 

in other subjects’ 
lessons

• The oracy equivalent of 
a SPAG marking code



Teaching Speaking Skills - Vocabulary

1. Identify key words for the lesson and 
display them as part your lesson 
starter slides/on board

2. Provide definitions – not just from 
the dictionary  - but used in context 
in student friendly language

3. Get students to show whether they 
have understood by asking them to 
do the same ….create a sentence 
with the key word used in context 

4. Challenge and Expect students to use 
the words themselves verbally in the 
lesson

5. Challenge vagueness or lack of 
specificity  - "I know what I mean but 
I just can't say it" – can't write it then.

This Photo by Unknown author is licensed under CC BY-SA.

http://www.thebluediamondgallery.com/highlighted/k/keywords.html
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/


Key Vocab: Analogy

“Life is like a box of chocolates—you never know what you're gonna get.” 
Forrest Gump shows that life has many choices and surprises, just like a box 
of chocolates

25

Analogy (noun) 
a comparison between one thing 
and another, typically for the 
purpose of explanation or 
clarification



Pre-teach Vocabulary?

The Curriculum: Gallimaufry to Coherence P92-94 - Mary Myatt

Ti
er

 0
n

e 5500 High 
Frequency 
Words in 
every day use Ti

er
 T

w
o General 

Academic 
Words

e.g. analyse, 
complex, 
clarify, 
hypothesis

Ti
er

 T
h

re
e Subject 

Specific words 
e.g. isotope, 
economics, 
algebra, 
decimal, 
idiom, sonnet, 
civilisation

Discussion point:
What habits do you use to teach students subject specific vocabulary?
What habits could you adopt as a teacher of vocabulary?
How can you move beyond the sharing of key words on the board?
How do you make students use the vocabulary when they speak in lessons?



Scaffold 
talk just 
like 
writing …. 
this is for 
a 
discussion 
task



Teaching explicit Oracy skills

Teacher Modelling
• Comparing and 

contrasting effective and 
non effective speakers

• Role play/modelling
• Use of video clips 

Teachers setting a high 
standard themselves
• Body language

• Gesture 

Implicit and explicit 
modelling of best practice 

• conscious use and 
reference to 

tone/gesture/body 
language

Vocabulary
• signalling key words
• explicitly defining new 

or unfamiliar or more 
complex or specialist 

vocab

Language
Rhetorical Techniques
• Taught explicitly in 

literacy/English lessons 
but explicitly referred to 

in other subjects’ 
lessons

• The oracy equivalent of 
a SPAG marking code

Using speaking and listening 
to deliver subject content 

through
• Group work
• Presentations

• Questioning and 
answering

• Debates
• Discussions

• ‘Walking talking mocks’
• Verbal modelling and 

planning
• Hypothesising
• Summarising



Designing an oracy 
curriculum for PRUs –
Voice 21

Suggested approach:
1. Take any curriculum area or 

subject
2. Plan the scheme of learning 

looking for opportunities for 
students to practice 
speaking and listening

3. Consciously plan a variety of 
talk types

4. Be explicit in your short-
term planning or discuss and 
review how explicitly yo
teach the skills required for 
different talk types

5. Look for real audiences 
6. Find ways to praise not just 

what is said but how it is 
said

7. Consider how you will assess

https://voice21.org/impacts/designing-an-oracy-curriculum-for-prus/


Designing an oracy 
curriculum for PRUs –
Voice 21

E.G. Geography (KS4)

• Interviewing the public whilst 
on fieldwork

• Sharing case study findings 
with parents at parents' 
evenings 

• Debating the moral dilemmas 
of deforestation in a lesson

• Listening to and asking 
questions of a visiting speaker

• Supporting Key stage 3 pupils 
with a Year 9 survey 
assignment

• Peer teaching during revision 
activities in class

• Creating a podcast as an end 
of unit recap and recall 
activity

• Giving a speech instead of 
handing in written homework

https://voice21.org/impacts/designing-an-oracy-curriculum-for-prus/


Teaching explicit Oracy skills

Teacher Modelling
• Comparing and 

contrasting effective and 
non effective speakers

• Role play/modelling
• Use of video clips 

Teachers setting a high 
standard themselves
• Body language

• Gesture 

Implicit and explicit 
modelling of best practice 

• conscious use and 
reference to 

tone/gesture/body 
language

Vocabulary
• signalling key words
• explicitly defining new 

or unfamiliar or more 
complex or specialist 

vocab

Language
Rhetorical Techniques
• Taught explicitly in 

literacy/English lessons 
but explicitly referred to 

in other subjects’ 
lessons

• The oracy equivalent of 
a SPAG marking code

Using speaking and listening 
to deliver subject content 

through
• Group work
• Presentations

• Questioning and 
answering

• Debates
• Discussions

• ‘Walking talking mocks’
• Verbal modelling and 

planning
• Hypothesising
• Summarising

Working with others
Easy in most classrooms

Building confidence
Over time and given the 
tools and strategies to 

be ‘good at talking’
Listening and 
responding

Praising listening as 
much a s speaking 

Audience awareness
Providing different ‘safe’ 

audiences to practice 
with



Developing 
Confidence and 
Showcasing Talent



Providing Platforms 
for Talk

• Debate club Yr 13

• Find your voice

• Rotary club

• Senior team public speaking events

• Year 7 open evening

• Tour guides of school open days

• School council roles

• ESU competitions

• Assemblies

This Photo by Unknown author is licensed under CC BY-SA.

http://www.leaflanguages.org/french-vocabulary-classroom-commands/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/


Building Confidence

• 'Find Your Voice'

• Summer Support

• Library as a safe space to talk in

• Wellbeing ambassadors’ role

• Peer coaching

• Communicating using IT 
platforms

• Show and tell/Share and tell

• Any small group sessions



Teaching Explicit Oracy skills

Teacher Modelling
• Comparing and 

contrasting effective and 
non effective speakers

• Role play/modelling
• Use of video clips 

Teachers setting a high 
standard themselves
• Body language

• Gesture 

Implicit and explicit 
modelling of best practice 

• conscious use and 
reference to 

tone/gesture/body 
language

Vocabulary
• signalling key words
• explicitly defining new 

or unfamiliar or more 
complex or specialist 

vocab

Language
Rhetorical Techniques
• Taught explicitly in 

literacy/English lessons 
but explicitly referred to 

in other subjects’ 
lessons

• The oracy equivalent of 
a SPAG marking code

Using speaking and listening 
to deliver subject content 

through
• Group work
• Presentations

• Questioning and 
answering

• Debates
• Discussions

• ‘Walking talking mocks’
• Verbal modelling and 

planning
• Hypothesising
• Summarising

Working with others
Easy in most classrooms

Building confidence
Over time and given the 
tools and strategies to 

be ‘good at talking’
Listening and 
responding

Praising listening as 
much a s speaking 

Audience awareness
Providing different ‘safe’ 

audiences to practice 
with



What’s next…?



Clear guidance on age related oracy expectations 

tct_univspeak_5-11.pdf (ican.org.uk)

Universally Speaking 11-18 
(ican.org.uk)

What's Typical Talk at Secondary Poster (Set of 5) (ican.org.uk)

https://ican.org.uk/media/3203/tct_univspeak_5-11.pdf
https://ican.org.uk/shop/universally-speaking-11-18/
https://ican.org.uk/shop/whats-typical-talk-at-secondary-poster-set-of-5/


How to ensure this doesn't feel like 'another 
initiative’

For example

• Staff training session ( x 4)

• Set up a new Find Your Voice club/nuture
group for the least confident and invite 
along

• Friday lunchtime debate

• Plan how older students can be involved 
with younger ones

• Plan some real talk and real audience 
activities that replace adult talking with 
students talking - think about where you 
can take some risks with this

• Look for competitions to get involved in

• Adapt SOL to include real talk

Make a timeline for 
development or next steps...?



“You are the only second chance for some children to 
have a rich language experience. If these children are 
not getting it at school, they are not getting it.” 

Neil Mercer, Emeritus Professor of Education at the University of Cambridge & 
Director, Oracy Cambridge



Further 
reading

• APPG: Speak for Change, Oracy All-Party Parliamentary 
Group Inquiry, April 
2021: https://oracy.inparliament.uk/speak-for-change-
inquiry

• Millard et al: Oracy after the pandemic, Centre for 
Education & Youth, April 2021: https://bit.ly/2RKxaIH

• SecEd: EAL in the Early Career Framework, May 
2021: https://bit.ly/2QlaL4k

Voice 21: https://voice21.org/

The Oracy Benchmarks - Voice 21  Benchmarks-report-FINAL.pdf 
(voice21.org)

• The Oracy Skills Framework and

Glossary.docx (oracycambridge.org)

https://oracy.inparliament.uk/speak-for-change-inquiry
https://bit.ly/2RKxaIH
https://www.sec-ed.co.uk/best-practice/eal-in-the-early-career-framework-bell-foundation-nqts-new-teachers-training-itt/
https://voice21.org/
https://voice21.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/Benchmarks-report-FINAL.pdf
https://oracycambridge.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/The-Oracy-Skills-Framework-and-Glossary.pdf
https://oracycambridge.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/The-Oracy-Skills-Framework-and-Glossary.pdf

